Matrices can be used to evaluate sequences for functional activity. Multiple regression can solve for the matrix that gives the best fit between sequence evaluations and quantitative activities. This analysis shows that the best model for context effects on suppression by 8u2 involves primarily the two nucleotides 3' to the amber codon, and that their contributions are independent and additive. Context effects on 2AP mutagenesis also involve the two nucleotides 3' to the 2AP insertion, but their effects are not independent. In a construct for producing 8-galactosidase, the effects on translational yields of the tri-nucleotide 5' to the initiation codon are dependent on the entire triplet. Models based on these quantitative results are presented for each of the examples.
The values corresponding to the bases in the sequence are added to give the evaluation. This method assigns a value to any sequence (see Figure la) .
The different papers vary in their methods of assigning values to the elements of the matrix. In this paper we show how to use methods for solving simultaneous equations to find the matrix elements that give the best fit to a set of quantitative data. If a site covers n bases there are 4' different sequence possibilities for any site. However, there are only 4n elements in the matrix. Quantitative data for only (3n+1) sequences is sufficient to solve for the matrix elements that will evaluate all 43 possible sequences (see Methods and Fig. 2).
The goodness of fit to experimental data is a measure of the appropriateness of the matrix. The matrix of Figure la evaluates sequences according to their mononucleotides at particular positions. It is possible that the important information for a site's activity is embodied in di-nucleotide, or higher, combinations of bases that are not additive. If so, a mono-nucleotide matrix will not be found that adequately matches the quantitative data; this serves as a test of what sequence information is being recognized. More complex matrices can be constructed when the data are not well fit by the simple mono-nucleotide matrix.
We have chosen three sets of data to demonstrate the method. We first use data from papers by Miller and Albertini (6) and Bossi (7) on the context effects on nonsense suppression. This is a large collection of data for which the mechanism of the effect is not understood. We do an analysis of the data for su2 since it shows the greatest range of context effects. We next analyze data on the context effects on mutagenesis from a paper by Coulondre et al. (8) . Finally, we examine data about the effects that the three nucleotides preceding the initiation codon have on the efficiency of translation initiation (9) .
MIFTIOfli Sequence/Activity Relationship as Simultaneougs Equantions
The matrix evaluation method assigns a quantitative value to any sequence, given the matrix elements. When quantitative data are known for many sequences we can solve for the matrix elements that give the best fit between the sequences and those data. Multiple linear regression is a method for giving the least squares best fit to data of this type. We have used the Minitab (10) data analysis package on the University of Colorado's CDC Cyber 720 for all the analyses described. Sequence manipulations and encoding of sequences into vectors for the numerical analyses were done using the programs of the Delila system (11, 12) .
The number of independent variables is actually less than the number of matrix elements, as can be seen in Figure 1 . The matrix of Figure lb gives every sequence the same value as the matrix of Figure la, but it has four fewer variables. The value for each T has been set to zero and a constant term has been added. The constant is the value given to the sequence of all Ts. The other elements are the differences between having a T at each position and each of the other bases. The total number of independent variables is three times the number of positions, plus one. This treatment is dummy encoding, often seen in statistical analyses (13) .
Alternative Data Representations -Test of Tndependence
The matrices of Figure 1 evaluate sequences according to their mono-nucleotides. However, the information in the sequence that determines the activity may not be the sum of the mono-nucleotide information. That is, there may be information in the di-nucleotides that is absent from the mono-nucleotide sum; the contributions of the mono-nucleotides to the activity being measured may not be independent. We can make the matrix fit the appropriate form of the sequence information. For instance, we can use di-nucleotides instead of mono-nudleotides as the rows of the matrix if they contain important additional information. As long as the information Figuire 1. Matrix Evaluation of a Sequence. a) The matrix is used to evaluate any sequence by extracting and adding the element from each column that corresponds to the sequence (see [1] ). The sequence AAGTC is evaluated to 24. b) This matrix has the elements for T's set to 0, and a constant (+5) is added. The constant and the remaining 15 matrix elements are the 16 variables solved for in the multiple regression. Every sequence is evaluated identically by this matrix and the one of part a.
content in the site is the sum of subsequences that are smaller than the entire site we gain some predictive value because the number of variables to solve for is less than the number of sites that can be evaluated with the matrix. Furthermore, the ability to find a good solution with multiple regression is a test of the appropriateness of the model. If mono-nucleotides give a good fit, there is no reason to invoke models involving higher units of information.
Logarithm of Activities
Typically the activities measured are the product of several partial reactions. The nucleotides at the interaction site contribute the partial reactions that combine to the overall interaction. If the equilibrium constant for each partial reaction is K1, then the total equilibrium constant is K = i K;.
If the matrix elements are related to the partial reaction constants and they are to be added together to give a value related to the total activity, they must be propor- Figure 2a summarizes the data for su2 suppression of various amber codons, from the papers of Albertini and Miller (6) and Bossi (7) , for E. coli and S. typhimurium, respectively. (All of our sequences are displayed with T's for consistency; for RNA this represents uridine). The correlation between the activities measured in the two papers is 0.95, so we combined them into a single data set. We start with the assumption that the context effect is localized within the two codons surrounding the amber codon. Figure 2b displays the formal matrix whose elements we solve for, and Figure 2c displays a subset of the equations used in the multiple linear regression. Figure 3a shows the matrix obtained by regression of the logarithms of the activities by those six mono-nucleotides. Figure 3b shows the plot of the observed values versus the values predicted from the matrix. r2 = 0.857, indicating that most of the suppression activity can be accounted for by the addition of effects from neighboring mono-nucleotides. The matrix also shows that only at positions +3 and +4 is the suppression activity much affected by the different bases. At the other positions the identity of the base is largely irrelevant to the degree of suppression. Furthermore, the rules for suppression context are quite simple: a purine at position +3 is good for suppression, and a T at position +4 is also good. These two effects are nearly equal to each other, and the goodness of fit to the data (Fig. 3b) implies that they are independent of each other. Mono-nueleotides at Two Positions. Figure 4 shows the matrix and plot where only the two positions following the amber codon are included in the analysis. The predictions are nearly as good as before (r2 = 0.765), confirming that most of the suppression information is contained in these two positions. Di-nielentidpe at Pasitions 4-3 andl 4-4 We also asked whether the two important positions are independent. Figure 5 shows the matrix and plot for the model in which the two following nucleotides are the only ones important, but the information is in the di-nucleotide. There are no matrix entries for the di-nucleotides AA, GT, TA or TG because these do not occur in the data set. The slight improvement (r2 = 0.876) of this analysis over that in Figure 4 shows that most, but not all, of the context suppression effect is additive between the two bases. Di-nucleotide at 4-34--4 and Two Mono-nijleotides- Figure 6 shows the matrix and plot using a combination of information. Zs ZS Sl S14 S17 (6) and Bossi (7) . The numbers are the percent activity of /3-galactosidase when the amber codon is suppressed by su2 as compared to the non-amber (wild-type) codon. Capital letter nucleotides are the variables in the analysis. b) This shows the matrix as a collection of unknowns that are to be determined from the simultaneous equations. c) A few of the simultaneous equations are displayed, using the data from Bossi (7) . There is an equation for each of the measured activities. From these equations the unknowns x, to x,, and C can be determined. position +3,+4 is combined with the mono-nucleotide information at positions -1 and +5. These are the two positions with the next most information after +3 and +4 (see Fig. 3 ). The extra information helps (r2 = 0.907), but since the improvement is only slight it confirms that most of the information resides independently in the two nucleotides following the amber codon. Note that the horizontal lines are the result of there being only 16 different predicted activities, and only 12 of the 16 di-nucleotides exist in the data set.
creating an ochre or amber mutation. Figure 7b displays the incorporation pathway that leads to the transition mutation. We first solved for the effect of the mononucleotides in the preceding codon plus the last base of the mutated codon (either an A or a G) and the first nucleotide of the following codon. This includes all of the Figure 5-Di-Nuleentide vs. Suppression Activity, a) Matrix for the ln(suppression activity) using the di-nucleotide from positions +3,+4. Blanks in the matrix are for di-nucleotides that do not exist in the data set (see Figure 3) . The di-nucleotide TT has been set to zero in this analysis. b) Plot of observed ln(activities) versus those predicted from the matrix of part a.
information in the six nucleotides that are closest to the base pair where the transition occurs, and which might influence the variation in mutagenesis. significantly higher (1.5 to 2.1) than predicted by the mono-nucleotide analysis (compare Fig. 8a to Fig. 9a) . The fit to the data is still not excellent. We have not tried more complicated analyses because more data would be required to get reliable tests of more complex models. Translational Tnitiation Effiiency Mono-nilelpotides at -1 Codon- Figure 10 shows the relative efficiencies of translation for one protein with 39 different triplets preceding the initiation codon (9) . Figure 11 shows the analysis of these data, using the model of independent effects from those mono-nucleotides. The fit is quite poor (r2 = 0.249). Di-niueleotidle at -1,-2 Plis Mono-nileleotidpe at -3. We tried all the di-nucleotide combinations, -3 and -2, -2 and -1, and -3 and -1, as well as combinations of each of them with each other and with the mono-nucleotides. None gave a good fit to the data; the best was the di-nucleotide at -2 and -1 plus the mono-nucleotide at -3 (r2= 0.29g, not shown). In this example the relevant information in determining the activity is the entire triplet. It cannot be subdivided into additive parts. Siippreasion Activity We found a simple description for the context effects on suppression activity. The effect is primarily localized to the two nucleotides 3' to the amber codon, and those two nucleotides affect suppression in a manner that is largely additive. A purine 3' to the amber codon increases the suppression activity about 4.5-fold rela-context: tive to a pyrimidine. A T at the next nucleotide increases suppression about 3-fold relative to any other base; The contribution of other nucleotides and the nonindependent contribution of the two 3' nucleotides is about 2-fold, accounting for the total effect of about 30-fold differences in suppression activity for different contexts. It is, perhaps, surprising that the contribution of the two bases is additive. One might expect that, since this is RNA, there will be important factors in the structure that are determined by at least pairs of bases. The data tell us that non-additive information in the di-nucleotide, and anywhere else, is small compared to the additive information of the two important mono-nucleotides. Using the matrix found by regression on just those two bases gives a fairly good fit to the data. Adding extra information only improves the fit slightly.
Suppression involves a competition between the suppressing tRNA and the release factor for the mRNA-ribosome complex (15) . We cannot tell from these data which reaction is affected by the context, or whether both are. However, the nature of the context effect rules leads to a model that we find very interesting. Previous explanations of suppression enhancement by the 3' purine have relied on the observation that all tRNAs have a T 5' to the anti-codon (16) . This could base-pair with the 3' purine to give a four base annealing, presumably strengthening the binding and improving suppression. However, Ayers and Yarus (17) have shown that the context rule is the same even if the suppressor tRNA does not have a T 5' to the anti- codon; purines 3' to the amber codon lead to higher suppression even when the tRNA has a purine 5' to the anti-codon. Therefore we prefer another model that also explains the effect of the T at position +4, an effect that was not noticed in the previous analyses.
Annealing energies are enhanced by adding an extra unpaired nucleotide on the 3' end of one strand of the helix (18) . This "dangling end" effect is strongest when the unpaired base is a purine. Therefore a purine following the amber codon could increase the binding energy of the codon/anti-codon helix and increase suppression relative to release. However, there is also a force driving the +4 base, in the middle of the codon, to stack on the +3 base. If the whole two codon section of the mRNA cannot be stacked, these forces are in competition. A T at the +4 base, being the poorest stacker, will function to uncouple the two bases and facilitate the stacking of the +3 base. That is, a T at position +4 will increase the dangling end effect of the +3 base by decreasing the competing stacking interaction between bases +3 and +4. These two effects could function additively to determine the binding of the suppressor tRNA and the suppression activity.
If this model is correct, we would expect the suppression activity to be independent of the suppressor tRNA used. We have looked at the data for suppressors 8ul, su3 and su6 (not shown, data in the same papers). The result is qualitatively the same: the bases +3 and +4 are of primary importance and the rules are the same. The fit is not as good. These other suppressors are more active. Something besides the suppression activity is probably limiting the total amount of protein made.
The regression analysis has highlighted several new aspects to the effects of context on suppression. The matrix displays the strong suppression stimulation by a 3' purine, as was noticed in the original papers (6, 7) . In addition, the stimulation of suppression due to a T at position +4, not previously seen, is also evident in the matrix. The quantitative treatment has shown that the two effects are of nearly equal strength and are largely independent of each other. The effects from other nucleotides are small in comparison to the effects from positions +3 and +4.
Multagenesis by 2-AminoPurine
In contrast to the suppression activity, the effects of the neighboring bases are not independent for the mutagenesis activity of 2-aminopurine. 2AP is an analog of the nucleotide A that acts as a transition mutagen (19) . It can cause G-C to A-T transitions by incorporating into DNA base paired with a C, and then being read as an A in further replication. The establishment of a transition mutation by 2AP requires both the mispairing of the nucleotide analog with a C, and the escape of that base-pair from proof-reading by the polymerase. Mhaskar and Goodman (20) have examined both steps and found that misincorporation is independent of the base 5' to it, but that proof-reading is very sensitive to that base. Mispairs adjacent to a G-C base pair are repaired less frequently than those next to an A-T pair.
In our case study, the 2AP was always incorporated 3' to a T (Fig. 7b) . Since the base pairs with the largest effect on that incorporation were 3' to it (NS1, and N'_), they must be affecting the proof-reading. The fact that two bases are important implies that the 2AP-C mispair does not get irreversibly set in place until at least two other bases have been put in after it. This is reasonable if we assume that the major tautomer of 2AP makes a poor base-pair with C, because two more good pairs would be needed to form a stable helix segment that would look normal to the proof-reading part of the polymerase. After those two base pairs are in place there is little effect on the mutation frequency by the next bases. The stacking free energy of the -2 and -1 base pairs (21) is not strongly correlated with their mutagenic activity. Other factors, such as rate of polymerase incorporation, must influence the proofreading efficiency.
The lack of data is limiting in this example. It would be interesting to see the values for the missing elements of Fig. g . The missing CC is predicted from the mono-nucleotide analysis (Fig. 8) to have the highest value. In addition, more data would allow testing of more complex models. The 23 data points (Fig. 7) means we can solve for at most 23 variables, but reliable results usually require many more data points than unknowns (i.e. high degrees of freedom). In the analyses of Figures 8 and g we have solved for 14 and 12 unknowns, respectively, leaving only g and 11 degrees of freedom. To add more complexity to the analysis of Figure 9 , by including more positions as variables, would degrade the reliability unless more data were available. We include this example to show how analyses more complicated than mono-nucleotides can be performed by the regression method. The appropriateness of the model can be determined by comparing the observed values with those predicted from the analysis. In the suppression case we learned that little was gained by using models more complicated than mono-nucleotides. In this case dinucleotides are much superior but still not completely adequate.
Translational Tnitiation EffiJiency
In this example neither mono-nor di-nucleotide effects could be added together to predict the activity of the tri-nucleotide. The information in the whole triplet is important to initiation. We include this example not to undermine the importance of the regression method, but rather to show that even negative results give valuable information. What we learn in this analysis is that the entire triplet, as a whole, is important in determining the translational efficiency. Any quantitative models about ribosomes binding to these sites must include that information to be reliable. This limits the type of models that one need consider.
The sequence surrounding the translation initiation site in this construct is:
The ATG 3' to the nnn is the initiation codon for the /-galactosidase protein. Adjacent, and overlapping, are two out-of-frame GTG codons that can serve as initiation codons (22) (23) (24) . The ATG would be expected to be used as the initiation codon most often (24, 25) , but the competing GTG codons might direct some ribosomes into the wrong frames (26) . The variable nucleotides might have some influence on the rela-tive use of the three potential initiation sites. There are also two Shine-Dalgarno sequences 5' to the coding region. Near the 5' end is the sequence AGGA, and nearer the ATG is the sequence GGAGG. Only the latter has the proper spacing from the initiation codon to give high level translation (22) (23) (24) . However, we have recently discovered that an upstream Shine-Dalgarno sequerce can bind ribosomes and inhibit synthesis from a normal initiation site (Barrick et al., in preparation). In addition, there are two potential secondary structures that occur within this region.
The bases TCACACA, at the 5' end of the sequence, are complementary to the TGTGTGA of the overlapping initiation codons. Some variable region sequences could extend this potential structure. The GGAGGTCTAG, from the ShineDalgarno sequence to the variable nucleotides, is complementary to the CTGGATCCC at the 3' end of the sequence shown. This potential secondary structure can also be extended by some of the variable region sequences. We are left with a very complicated picture of the possible interactions of this sequence with ribosomes. Besides direct effects of the variable nucleotides on the efficiency of using the ATG, there are going to be effects on which structures are more favored, which Shine-Dalgarno sequence is better bound and how efficiently the different initiation codons are used. In retrospect we are not surprised that the variable nucleotide effects are complex.
CONCLUSTONS
Determining Sequence/Activity Relationsbp Matrices provide a convenient way to evaluate nucleic acid sequences. When activities are known for a collection of sequences, that information can be used to construct matrices that evaluate sequences according to their activities. Whenever the activity of a sequence can be decomposed into parts that add together to give the total activity, the matrix defined by multiple regression will have predictive value. In some cases the important information is in mono-nucleotides, as in the suppression example. In the mutagenesis example the important information lies in the dinucleotide preceding the mutation spot. For the initiation efficiency data of Hui et al. (9) , the fit for all models (short of the entire triplet as the unit of information)
was not very good. The regression method not only finds an evaluation for a sequence's activity, but also tells one the units of information that are important.
Alternative Matrices
In each of the examples of this paper there is an obvious alignment of the sequences. For some biological recognition problems there will not be an obvious alignment. For E. coli promoters, there are (at least) two regions of recognition and the spacing between them is variable (14) . One can still use the matrix evaluation method, as did Mulligan et al. (5) , by aligning on the two regions independently and adding another term for the spacing variable. They used a function of the nucleotide frequencies in promoter sequences as the matrix elements and obtained fairly good correlation between promoter evaluations and measured activities. More data would make it possible to solve for the matrix which gave the best fit to the data.
For some problems it may not be obvious what is recognized or how to align the sequences. Galas et al. (27) have presented a method to find important patterns in sequences with only approximate alignments. They look for short oligo-nucleotides that are unusually common, including closely related oligos. These are found within "windows", short regions about the approximate alignment, so that the exact positions of the oligos are not important. We have previously described a program that will flexibly encode sequences into numeric vectors (12) . Those vectors simplify the multiple regression analysis described in this paper. It is also straightforward to extend the vectors along the lines of Galas et al. (27) to deal with problems of variable or imprecise alignment of sequences.
